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Tales of character 
from the land where 
neoliberalism wasn't
THIS IS A STORY ABOUT WEIRD EPIPHANIES AND ART AND WHIMSY 
MASQUERADING AS SOMETHING ACADEMIC.
One day Walking down the hall I saw a 
picture - It was kind of like this only with 
good-looking students as well
Like these ones
I had one of those moments where 
something really ordinary suddenly became 
quite extra- ordinary. 
u And I started to think about how often that kind of story / discourse 
about the future is thrust in our faces
u Then I started to feel angry
u What a load of cr*p I thought!. 
u N.B. Possibly a fairly lengthy career working with people pushed to 
the margins of society, and recent study of social policy looking at 
what really drives life outcomes jaundiced my view.
So duh me! 
u I went on to do a master's thesis on how neoliberal ideology is 
reproduced in how children think about themselves, each other, 
and their lives using the vector of the future as a primary transmission 
mode.
u It was very interesting but took a long time.
u By the way - the story that each and every individual is the master of 
their own destiny, and can control their own future irrespective of 
context is one of the most central and vicious of the lies 
neoliberalism encourages us to tell ourselves.
It simply is not true
These days we would probably call it an alternative fact
u Sorry about that 
While the thesis was fun the 
conclusions were kind of 
depressing.
u I found out a lot about the kind of human being the neoliberal 
project, (that's what a lot of people call it) sees as ideal and how 
they  try very hard (to the tune of Umpty billions of $’s spent on think 
tanks and education and media), to get humanity to accept their 
view of what people are as the gold standard of what people 
should be.
u Unsurprisingly, with that much effort they have been quite 
successful.
What I found out about the nature or 
character of the neoliberal subject / self is:
u They are self Interested 
u Attention to collective well-being is thought best served by 
everybody being as selfish as possible. Then the market will fix things. 
u They believe that the world is made up of winners and losers and 
that its good to fight hard to be a winner
u That means competition is good, natural and inevitable
u They tend to believe losers lose because they are useless not 
because they are disadvantaged or that winners start pre-
advantaged. 
u Their thinking is generally fairly short term; or at least planning for the 
future is confined to personal goals
u Success in life as measured by how much you can acquire
To explain why found the results of my 
research depressing I need to give a 
little background
u I come from a family of political and environmental activists
u So -all through the research I was wondering to myself how 
competent this neoliberal subject /self would be at stewarding the 
well-being of our shared world
u The conclusion is that they would be terrible at global stewardship. 
In fact they are terrible at it! 
About the environment.
2012 – to – 2017 Moving from – crisis to fix - to predicament to face –
and why climate scientists have poor mental health. 
As the dark mountain manifesto says maybe:  “Its time we stopped and 
looked down” - Looking into the abyss.
Not going to say much more about the interface of neo-liberal 
hegemony and what’s going to happen to the environment than -
Sorry  - It isn’t going to end well. 
Moving back to just after my thesis and 
more epiphanies – so if the neo-libs are 
useless?:
u I realised I now knew the recipe for creating individuals who were 
almost perfectly useless at doing what is needed to address 
transpersonal  environmental problems. 
u Well that's not much help I thought!
u Then
u I got double whammied by the generations 
u My Mother and my Daughter.
u I’ll tell those stories. 
So I got interested in a new 
question
u If we know what we need to do to address climate change, and 
save the world but we’re not doing it!
u then the question isn't what do we need to ‘do’? 
u Because we know what we need to ‘do’ 
u instead the question is who do we need to ‘be’ to do the things that 
need to be done.
u So I started thinking about doing a PhD to answer that question.
u Duh me again.
So I looked all over the place for 
the answer to that question
u And everybody had an opinion
u And none of them seemed quite right to me
u And I got really interested in what people might be like an imagined 
future where we do better than we do now.
u And I figured that the only way to get an image of future people is 
to ask today's people a set of imaginary questions about what might 
be ordinary to ‘do’ and ‘be’ in the future that is not so ordinary to 
do and be now.
So I asked a lot of people
u And quite a lot of people generously replied
u Then I had one of those moments in research that are an absolute 
pleasure.
u I didn't get the answers I was expecting about sustainability and 
relationship with place. 
u Instead
u I got answers about Community and how people will live with each 
other and with themselves. 
First Question I asked
u If you think toward a future where people do better than we do 
now, where people are more able in what they ‘know’ and ‘be’ to 
live well in reciprocally sustaining relationship with place, then: 
u 1. What do you think our descendants might ‘know’ and ‘be’ that 
we don't now ordinarily know and be? 
The answers were really nice. And -
u Resonance and Inhabitation:
u The answers resonated with two areas of interest about human character and 
the nature of human beings that I think are inhabited by powerful stories of how 
to be human.
u Firstly - What is known about the character and ways of being together of 
hunter gatherer groups. These groups are often described as a window into 
deep time. In other words they are living now as all our ancestors once lived.
u Secondly - community development. When you read between the lines of CD  
theory what you have is a story of self and other character that is very similar to 
what we know of hunter gatherer groups and also what my research indicates 
our descendants may be like if they do better than we do now.
So what's this character like?
Generous to others, sharing resources is seen as both a moral 
obligation and a source of personal pleasure.
Belonging matters greatly
Very aware of interdependency both with other people and the 
environment
Humble about personal ability and deeply committed to an egalitarian 
approach to living together. N.B. With lots of ways of shutting people 
down if they get too big headed
Really nice to children. 
Expert at having fun and taking a relaxed approach to life that values 
relationships above acquisition. 
Perhaps we now are haunted by 
echoes of past and future utopias. 
u While I have not reached any final conclusions with my research, my 
initial thinking is reasonably optimistic.  Not about the chances of 
fixing the environment, as I think we've pretty much missed that bus. 
But rather at what human beings tend to be like when they live in 
small groups in pre-, or post, agricultural societies.
u So my conclusion is that the future world is likely to be a much 
poorer one in terms of our environment and perhaps a great deal 
more dangerous, but - the people who live in it are likely to be very 
likeable indeed and very close to what the ideals of community 
development aspire to today.
Some threads from the research 
u Thread one:
u People will not generally change until environmental catastrophes 
become frequent. Change will involve a shift in consciousness and 
awareness both driven by reactions to catastrophe and drawing on 
multi-sourced current knowledge’s about different ways to live. 
There will be a general rejection of the endless growth model of 
capitalism and neo-liberal capitalism in particular. While shifts 
toward brutal political tyranny are likely in response to famine and 
resource scarcity;  equally likely, and probably occurring at the 
same time, are cultural and political shifts toward a more collective 
and environmentally aware way of life. 
u Thread two: 
u Taking better care of place strongly equates with taking better care 
of each other, both in how people behave and in the social, 
community and political systems they live by. People will live more 
communally, make decisions at the level of local community, and 
will more typically strive to give and participate in collective 
community endeavours rather than striving for personal gain. Wealth 
inequality will be commonly seen as harmful and will be actively 
disliked and contested. Women and indigenous peoples will be 
honoured. An ethos of being in the world at the world’s pace rather 
than doing to the world will be common
u Thread three: 
u People in the future will, as a common understanding, have a much 
greater sense of their interdependence with the environment and see 
themselves as connected parts of ecosystems not separate from them. 
This was also expressed as people physically living more simply while 
also being more educated and aware. People will be less individually 
self-interested and self-involved and more other and outer focused and 
aware. They will be happier and more content with what they have. This 
was also described as being poor in material goods but wealthy in 
relational connection. They will be good at having fun. They will live in 
communities that deliberately practice and value collective decision 
making. Giving will be a core value and being good at considering the 
needs of others ahead of the needs of self will be a respected ability. 
Satisfaction in life will come from relationships and connection to place 
and people not striving. People will feel a connection to place and 
value this. People will generally hold a sense of responsibility for the 
well-being of the global web of life.
u Thread four:
u Glimpses of the above have been seen in many places, particularly 
amongst the young who do not believe in the current socio-
economic systems we live by; and in social, environmental, cultural 
and political groups and movements that provide alternatives to 
late-modern consumer society. There is hope for the future in these 
glimpses and they are likely to operate as informing seeds of 
change for that future; the general wide-spread access to 
knowledge and ideas made possible by the internet will assist in 
spreading these seeds and new ways of thinking and being. 
u Thread five:
u Our descendants will chastise us for why we did not act in time and 
why our lives were taken up with activities and aspirations that from 
their perspective seem meaningless and harmful. They may 
understand and forgive us.
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u
u
u The following questions ask about what people might be like in the future. The hope is that woven together our answers will 
tell a future story rich enough to be useful for us today.
u While there are no right or wrong ways to answer the questions, they are designed with four considerations or requirements in
mind:
u Firstly: A willingness to consider that right now we are not doing as well as is needed in caretaking the global environment.
u Secondly: Some understanding that our descendants will inherit environmental predicaments we have created.
u Thirdly: The optimism to imagine that our descendants will respond creatively to these predicaments by finding new and 
better ways of being and doing in the world.
u Fourthly: A willingness for your answers to form part of a broader collective story
u Question one:
u If you think toward a future where people do better than we do now, where people are more able in what they ‘know’ and 
‘be’ to live well in reciprocally sustaining relationship with place, then: 
u 1. What do you think our descendants might ‘know’ and ‘be’ that we don't now ordinarily know and be? 
u Question two:
u What do you imagine will, or may, have happened so that these ways of ‘knowing and being’ are ordinary and normal for 
the people of that time? 
u Question three:
u What glimpses or signs of these ways of knowing and being do you see now? And, where do you see them? 
u Question four:
u If our descendants could hear these questions and our answers to them - and then were able to ask questions of us – what 
do you imagine they would ask? 
u Question five: (optional) 
u It would be very much appreciated if you could tell us a little bit about yourself
